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Let’s find your pharmaceutical
solutions together!
Labeling for pharmaceutical products can be difficult due to stringent
requirements in compliance and validation.
At Accraply, our depth of experience and engineering expertise will
provide the optimal pharmaceutical labeling solution for your company’s
needs, whether you’re labeling vials, bottles, syringes, ampoules, cartons
or more challenging containers.
Our pharmaceutical labeling solutions are designed to meet the
industry’s specific requirements by delivering on URS compliance,
serialization capability, validation, documentation, track-and-trace
compatibility and label quarantine technology. Our connected and
intelligent HMI ensures ease of operation and maximizes throughput!
We understand specific challenges and we deliver unique
pharmaceutical solutions!
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Every customer has different needs.
We’re listening!
At Accraply, we take a consultative approach to problem solving. By partnering
with you, our customer, we can better understand your challenges and
deliver a custom-engineered solution that is unique and that meets your
specific requirements.

Vials (Standing) / Vials (Hanging)
Our full range of vial labeling systems, from low to high-speed, are reliable, efficient
and easy to set up. With pharmaceutical pressure-sensitive labelers running at
speeds of up to 600 products per minute, these machines are especially effective
at labeling self-standing vials or small bottles.
Not only can we support the increased throughput you need – we can support
your serialization integration. We offer label quarantine technology that removes a
label from the liner before it is ever applied to a product. This means you’re able to
capture, quarantine and secure every faulty label for reconciliation, which reduces
waste and saves you valuable labor and rework time.

Ampoules, Single-use Swabs
Labeling small-diameter, cylindrical pharmaceutical products requires precision
and accuracy.
Flexibility, accuracy and easy integration are all the end results from our pressuresensitive technology. These OEM systems are ideal for items like ampoules or
single-use swab products that require sophisticated product handling.
With an intelligent system and intuitive HMI, Accraply’s machines are easy to
integrate with existing machines, consistently reliable, efficient and easy to operate.

Injector Pens, Syringes
For a product with unique requirements, like an injector pen or syringe, our
pressure-sensitive technology offers flexibility, precise product handling and
rugged design.
Whether your specific application demands high-speed, complex labeling or
allows for a slightly slower speed, we have an engineered solution that fits.

Ready to learn more? Visit Accraply.com!

Pill Bottles
Our intelligent labeling systems deliver both compliance and consistency to
your pill-bottle products. They feature an industry-leading HMI that allows
operators to watch instructional videos and request machine parts in real
time. This same HMI reminds your users of scheduled maintenance and alerts
the operator when an issue arises with easy-to-walk-through steps, reducing
any downtime.
Thanks to a coding system that sorts out and ejects incorrectly labeled product
on your line, our systems ultimately reduce waste and offer you more visibility,
productivity and peace of mind.

Dropper Bottles, Eye Dropper Squeeze Bottles,
Spray Pumps
Shrink sleeving is excellent when it comes to tamper-evident caps and labels for
dropper bottles, eye dropper squeeze bottles, spray pumps and similar products.
Accraply’s direct-feed machines swiftly apply labels or tamper bands onto product,
and heat tunnels shrink the labels, so they sit tightly and uniformly on each
product that comes through the line.

Medical Sample Cups
Accraply’s reliable and pressure-sensitive labelers accurately and efficiently
apply and wrap labels onto containers like medical sample cups. With a system
that offers a wide range of options for both container shape and labeling type,
you get the adaptability you need for your specific pharmaceutical product.

Check out more labeling solutions at Accraply.com!

Tamper-Evident Cartons, Caps and Sleeves
We know it’s all about security and hygiene when it comes to your tamper-evident
needs. Accraply offers both stand-alone applicators and complete sleeving systems,
including conveyors, nozzles and heating tunnels. Our preform-sleeve solutions
allow you to protect your vials, keep your product safe in transit, prevent against
contamination and keep vials intact.
But the security doesn’t stop there. We also offer automatic labeling systems that
apply self-adhesive, tamper-evident security labels to erected cartons, all while
providing you with track-and-trace serialization capabilities.

Blood Bags/IV Bags
Accuracy. Compliance. Reliability. You’re looking for all of this and more in your
pressure-sensitive, flexible packaging applications.
Our pharmaceutical labelers are designed for demanding, round-the-clock use. With
an ability to support a wide variety of packaging types, their compact shape and builtin features allow for maximum productivity.
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Accraply offers custom-engineered solutions.
It just makes sense.
Reliable, durable and efficient, our machines are custom-engineered to suit
your labeling needs. And in pharmaceutical packaging, where accuracy and
consistency are non-negotiable, it just makes sense to choose an approach
that’s tailored to your specific product.
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End-of-Line Carton & Case Labeling Solutions
Accraply has you covered at the end of your packaging line.
With the flexibility of microprocessor control and a highly adaptable, easy-to-use
interface, our series of carton and pallet labelers provide trouble-free operation.
These compact, rugged pre-printed and print-and-apply solutions offer highvolume production, flexibility and adaptability.

We want to earn your trust.
All Accraply equipment is designed and
configured specifically for your application,
plant, product and operating requirements. We
invite you to work with us throughout the entire
planning, purchasing and production cycle to
discover the benefits of single source automation,
integration and the most advanced technology
available in the industry today.

We promise excellent support.
Aftermarket service isn’t an afterthought.
We service all of our equipment for the life
of the machine, including the installed base
of acquired brands. Our service team provides
consultative audits, technical assistance,
spare and replacement parts, change parts,
upgrades, field service and pre-owned
equipment with exceptional commitment
to customer satisfaction.

We provide global expertise,
served locally.
Our global expertise, delivered locally, allows
us to be a focused and responsive partner
that supports all your pharmaceutical
labeling needs.
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Contact us today for a quote! info@accraply.com

BW Packaging Systems
Accraply is one of five companies represented in Barry-Wehmiller Packaging Systems, a $700+ million business with
37 locations and more than 3,000 team members in nine countries around the world. Through BW Packaging Systems,
customers can find more than just a single machine. They can leverage and combine the primary packaging, labeling
and end-of-line packaging systems offered by the different Barry-Wehmiller packaging companies: Accraply,
BW Flexible Systems, BW Integrated Systems, Pneumatic Scale Angelus and Synerlink.

BW Packaging Systems companies are part of Barry-Wehmiller, a $3 billion global supplier of manufacturing technology
and engineering consulting for the packaging, corrugating, sheeting and paper converting industries.

accraply.com | bwpackagingsystems.com

